University Research Department

Short Term Research Grant/Long Term Research Grant/Special Research Grant
Application Scrutiny Form Academic Year 2019-20
Research Grant Scrutiny Committee Report

AYURVED

1. Name of Researcher Gurav Ram Ramakant
   8976713959

2. Title of Project Assessment of Swarnaavastha wsr d to Stool Examination [raj.gurav.1908@gmail.com]

3. Scheme- STRG/LTRG/SRG

4. Grant Requested 231001-

5. Recommendations :- (Please Mark appropriate option with √)
   a) Not Recommended because incomplete proposal
   b) Not Recommended
   c) √ Recommended for presentation in State Level Research Conference
   d) Recommended for presentation in Conference with corrections
   e) Recommendation on Progress Report/Final Report

- Previous work done, review of literature, pre lacuna to be specified.
University Research Department

Short Term Research Grant/Long Term Research Grant/Special Research Grant
Application Scrutiny Form Academic Year 2019-20
Research Grant Scrutiny Committee Report

AYURVED

1. Name of Researcher: AHMADAR AALIYA FIRDOS
   Contact: 9833992755

2. Title of Project: Assessment of Samavari in Two with special reference to Urine Examination
   Email: Aaliyaahmadar17@gmail.com

3. Scheme: STRG/LTRG/SRG

4. Grant Requested: 24,200/-

5. Recommendations: (Please Mark appropriate option with √)
   a) Not Recommended because incomplete proposal
   b) Not Recommended
   c) Recommended for presentation in State Level Research Conference
      d) Recommended for presentation in Conference with corrections

   e) Recommendation on Progress Report/Final Report
      - Ayurvedic Reference for murtaparikshan to be specified.
      - All other references except murtan should be reviewed for relevance to the project.
      - Assessment criterion of SHAM MUTRA from Ayurvedic texts to be specified.
      - Previous work done, vacuna to be specified.

   Name: ____________________________
   Signature with Date: ____________
University Research Department

Short Term Research Grant/Long Term Research Grant/Special Research Grant
Application Scrutiny Form Academic Year 2019-20
Research Grant Scrutiny Committee Report

AYURVED

1. Name of Researcher: Meheee Secma Chandrasekant (022-2788292)
   Email: secma.meheee@gmail.com

2. Title of Project: To study the clinical efficacy of shatapushpa
   Regimen for Atrav-Vyapal - W.S.E. to anovulatory cycles

3. Scheme: STRG/LTRG/SRG

4. Grant Requested

5. Recommendations: (Please Mark appropriate option with √)
   a) Not Recommended because incomplete proposal
   b) Not Recommended
   c) Recommended for presentation in State Level Research Conference
   d) Recommended for presentation in Conference with corrections
   e) Recommendation on Progress Report/Final Report

   Project is √, suggested for presentation.
University Research Department

Short Term Research Grant/Long Term Research Grant/Special Research Grant
Application Scrutiny Form Academic Year 2019-20
Research Grant Scrutiny Committee Report

AYURVED

1. Name of Researcher
   Patil Ankita Kishor
   9028595683 drankitapatil14@gmail.com
   physico-chemical and nutritional profile of types of
   Takra prepared by different methods mentioned in
   Bharaprakash Nighantu.

2. Title of Project
   Scheme- STRG/LTRG/SRG

3. Grant Requested
   75,050/-

4. Recommendations :- (Please Mark appropriate option with √)
   a) Not Recommended because incomplete proposal
   b) Not Recommended
   c) Recommended for presentation in State Level Research Conference
   d) Recommended for presentation in Conference with corrections
   e) Recommendation on Progress Report/Final Report

   Budget should be revised as per STRG
   Analytical evaluations should be done in the institutions related to MUHS for cost cutting.
University Research Department

Short Term Research Grant/Long Term Research Grant/Special Research Grant
Application Scrutiny Form Academic Year 2019-20
Research Grant Scrutiny Committee Report

AYURVED

1. Name of Researcher: Pahl Snehal Neechaj (7666022872)
   E-mail: snehalynadeem140@gmail.com

2. Title of Project: Assessment of association of depression & Annavaha stratas dushti in BAMS students.

3. Scheme: STRG/LTRG/SGR

4. Grant Requested: 25000 /

5. Recommendations: (Please Mark appropriate option with √)
   a) Not Recommended because incomplete proposal
   b) Not Recommended
   c) Recommended for presentation in State Level Research Conference
   d) Recommended for presentation in Conference with corrections
   e) Recommendation on Progress Report/Final Report:

   Previous work not mentioned. Methodology should be revised. How you are going to prove the association, objectives should be revised.
University Research Department

Short Term Research Grant/Long Term Research Grant/Special Research Grant
Application Scrutiny Form Academic Year 2019-20
Research Grant Scrutiny Committee Report

AYURVED

1. Name of Researcher Rajput Sandeep Kisan (9167133528)
   Email - dj.rajput.sandeep@gmail.com

2. Title of Project Assessment of effect of Teicholepis Glaberrima
   Swades Brahmandandhi in Tamak Shwas in Children - Open randomized comparitively study

3. Scheme - STRG/LTRG/SRG

4. Grant Requested 34,000/ -

5. Recommendations :- (Please Mark appropriate option with √)
   a) Not Recommended because incomplete proposal
   b) Not Recommended
   c) Recommended for presentation in State Level Research Conference
   d) Recommended for presentation in Conference with corrections
   e) Recommendation on Progress Report/Final Report
      - Mention the relevance of the drug in asthma.
      - Previous work done referred to Brahmandandhi.
      - Ethical issue regarding use of only single drug swaras.
      - Recommended for presentation

Member Name

Signature with Date
Short Term Research Grant/Long Term Research Grant/Special Research Grant
Application Scrutiny Form Academic Year 2019-20
Research Grant Scrutiny Committee Report

1. Name of Researcher: Sadgune Shilpak Sunil (9503448573)
   Email: shilpaksadgune999@gmail.com

2. Title of Project: Assessment of the role of Ayurvedhi Vati in prevention of recurrence of haemorrhoids in post-operative Haemorrhoidectomy

3. Scheme: STRG/LTRG/SRG

4. Grant Requested: 55,000/-

5. Recommendations: (Please Mark appropriate option with √)
   a) Not Recommended because incomplete proposal
   b) Not Recommended
   c) Recommended for presentation in State Level Research Conference
   d) Recommended for presentation in Conference with corrections
   e) Recommendation on Progress Report/Final Report

Weather single group will prove the study?
How assessment will done?
University Research Department

Short Term Research Grant/Long Term Research Grant/Special Research Grant
Application Scrutiny Form Academic Year 2019-20
Research Grant Scrutiny Committee Report

AYURVED

1. Name of Researcher: Somgum Gaurew Homamontrelo - 8080204949
dr.gaurewosomgum@gmail.com

2. Title of Project: Development of standard operating procedure (SOP) of modifical kshara sutra changing technique

3. Scheme: STRG/LTRG/SRG

4. Grant Requested: 33,000/-

5. Recommendations: (Please Mark appropriate option with √)

   a) Not Recommended because incomplete proposal

   b) Not Recommended

   c) Recommended for presentation in State Level Research Conference

   d) Recommended for presentation in Conference with corrections

   e) Recommendation on Progress Report/Final Report

   Budget should be revised, project is ok, Recommended for research conference